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It is common knowledge of the world’s dependency on fossil fuel for energy, its unsustainability
on the long run and the changing trend towards renewable energy as an alternative energy
source. This aims to cut down greenhouse gas emission and its impact on the rate of ecological
and climatic change. Quite remarkably, wind energy has been one of many focus areas of
renewable energy sources and has attracted lots of investment and technological advancement.
The objective of this research is to explore wind energy and its application in household heating.
This research aims at applying experimental approach in real time to study and verify a virtually
simulated wind powered hydraulic house heating system.

The hardware components comprise of an integrated hydraulic pump, flow control valve,
hydraulic fluid and other hydraulic components. The system design and control applies
hardware in-the-loop (HIL) simulation setup. Output signal from the semi-empirical turbine
modelling controls the integrated motor to generate flow. Throttling the volume flow creates
pressure drop across the valve and subsequently thermal power in the system to be outputted
using a heat exchanger. Maximum thermal power is achieved by regulating valve orifice to
achieve optimum system parameter.

Savonius rotor is preferred for its low inertia, high starting torque and ease of design and
maintenance characteristics, but lags in power efficiency. A prototype turbine design is used;
with power output in range of practical Savonius turbine. The physical mechanism of the
prototype turbine’s augmentation design is not known and will not be a focus in this study.
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1  INTRODUCTION

This thesis work is based on virtually simulated hydraulic house heating model [1]. Via

experimentation, a motor controlled to mimic a wind turbine is coupled to a novel hydraulic

house heating system and utilized to study the energy conversion of wind energy into heat for

house heating purpose. This approach of energy conversion to heat stems from the need to

improve the efficiency of energy output and reduction of losses that accrue in wind to electrical

energy conversion.

Savonius rotor is adopted as the test rotor for its low inertia, high starting torque in low wind,

ease of design and maintenance characteristics. A prototype Savonius turbine model [2] was

used and power achieved is in range of practical Savonius turbine power output. However no

information about the physical mechanism of the turbine’s augmentation design was made

available by the source.

Wind has been one of many useful energy sources other applications other than power

generation such as in grinding mills and irrigation purposes. The level of investment and

technological development [3, 4, 5] in alternate power sources indicates an increasing interest

over time in wind and other renewable energy applications for power generation. This is due to

their sustainability, clean energy and availability for most part of the year. Wind energy is one

of the key energy sources have providing alternative to fossil fuel but at a cost. To this end,

technologies have been developed to harness this energy and more research is underway to

optimize the efficiency of energy output from wind.

The idea of a compact and simple system design with Savonius rotor is aimed at solving the

bulk nature of the widely used horizontal-axis wind turbine (HAWT). HAWT turbine hardware

comprise of the following major components - rotor, nacelle (gearbox and generator), blades,

tower and transformer [6, 7]. By adopting Savonius turbine, the system eliminates the need for

a drivetrain, generator and heavy towers required to support HAWT turbine’s weight while

cutting down on costs incurred in power generation from wind energy.
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The system design applies hardware in-the-loop (HIL) simulation setup. In HIL simulation, the

virtually simulated system is operated in real-time with its simulated dynamic equivalent [8].

Application of HIL simulation is on the increase in model validation and testing by replacing

parts of a simulation model of a system with hardware components. The flexibility HIL

simulation offers in application to wide operating conditions improves reliability and better

understanding of system interaction [9].

The turbine model is designed using mathematical equations of a typical Savonius rotor. The

virtual turbine simulation integrated in the setup controls the output power of the electric motor

connected in the setup. Signal response measured from hardware components are inputted into

the simulation in real time.

The experimental set-up is an open-loop hydraulic circuit using an Integrated Electro-Hydraulic

Energy Converter (IEHEC) as power source. The system comprises of an integrated electrical

motor and a hydraulic pump, controlled using the inverter to mimic the dynamic behavior of

wind turbine. The motor actuates the pump to produce the required volume flow in the system.

Sets of valve; a pressure relief valve is mounted in the set-up to regulate pressure buildup as a

safety measure. To constrict flow, a pin valve is used thereby generating heat in the hydraulic

fluid. The heat generated is then outputted using a heat exchanger for useful house heating. The

experimental result will be compared with the results of the virtually simulated turbine model

[1] from earlier study.

The potential for this system is aimed for application in remote sites; hence easy of assembly

and compactness are factors to consider in commercial design. Unlike in electrical power

generation systems, access to the grid and frequency conversion mechanism are eliminated

thereby avoiding need of transmission, high equipment costs and losses incurred. Direct heat

conversion of wind energy is aimed at curtailing losses and improving the efficiency of wind

energy conversion.
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1.1 Background information

Application of hydraulic systems for energy generation is rather not a new field of study. As far

back as June of 1977, a patent was registered of a system utilizing wind powered hydraulic

heating system. This invention uses a wind velocity sensor and a valve control mechanism

responsive to the sensor to control an adjustable pressure responsive relief valve which restricts

the flow of hydraulic fluid thereby generating heat The sensor; a mechanical lever wind gauge

coupled to the relief valve controls the valve opening with respect to the wind speed. Similar

mechanism responsive to valve inlet pressure is utilized to close the valve with changing wind

speed. [10]

A different experimental study [11] utilizing hydraulic throttling for domestic heating recorded

an achieved room temperature heating up to 70 0C within 15 minutes. The outlined projects and

many other researches in the field indicate growing interest in thermal energy generation using

hydraulic system.

This project serves the purpose of studying thermal power generation from a hydraulic circuit

driven by wind energy. Similar to the projects mentioned in [5] and [6], it differs in the source

of the driving power and type of valve used. The optimum operating condition of the

experimental systems will be noted. The experiment explores the virtual simulation guidelines.

Results are to be corroborated and recommendation for improvement offered where possible.

Calculated power values from the wind data is tabulated in the result section.

The systems’ components comprise of a frequency converter controlled IEHEC motor which

serves as the primary power source of the hydraulic circuit; mimicking the behavior of a wind

rotor with defined operating parameter of a typical Savonius rotor subject to different wind

speed. Other vital components of the hydraulic circuit are the flow control and pressure relief

valves for flow constriction and regulation of system maximum set-point pressure respectively.

At a set orifice area, oil flow is constricted creating pressure drop across the flow control valve.

The heat generated is to be outputted to the surrounding using an oil-to-air cooler. Hydraulic

tank and piping in the set-up serve the purpose of storing and transporting the hydraulic fluid.

More so the tank would serve as a heat reservoir for the undissipated heat in the returning
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hydraulic fluid. Tank capacity and heat loss to the environment are factor not accounted for in

this study. Hence an ideal adiabatic and leakage free system set-up is considered.

It should be noted that of special interest in this research is the efficiency of performance of the

throttle valve and parameters of the turbine and valve at which thermal power output is optimal.

To demonstrate commercial application of the system, Fig. 1 shows the system’s component

assembly. It is worth noting that hydraulic house heating system is not limited to Savonius rotor,

however in this study, Savonius rotor is the primary drive system harnessing the wind energy.

Figure 1. Schematic representation of system in commercial application.

1.2 Objectives and scope of research problem

The objective of this research work is to verify the results of the virtually simulated model using

practical experiment and the possible commercialization of the system given a viable result from

the experiment. Steps will be taken to improve the efficiency of thermal power generation by

studying the behavior of the flow control valve (throttle valve) unit in more detail by comparing
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the measured flow characteristics of the valve in the set-up with that provided by the

manufacturer.  The result is aimed at validating the semi-empirical approach applied in valve

modelling in the experiment.

The valve in question is a needle valve which operates by manual adjustment to a desired set

point.  Going by the output result of the virtual simulation model, the maximum power is

achieved when the orifice diameter was adjusted as such that the rotor tip speed ratio follows

the power curve [1]. Hence a proportional valve could best be used to achieve this self-

adjustment for operation at optimum tip speed ratio of the turbine. This will require to consider

the energy requirement. However, use of proportional valve is beyond the scope of this research.

In other words, an optimum valve orifice should be applied for the valve in use.

In the previous research, a measured wind speed was applied. This wind data was gathered by

Finnish meteorological institute. The power output of the virtual turbine - and subsequently the

thermal power output at average wind speed is in the range of 100-1000 W. For real-time

simulation with the experimental set-up, a sample wind profile of constant wind speed (in range

of 2 m/s to 12 m/s) over a time period was designed and used to study the system response.

The IEHEC motor offered a flexible and efficient substitute to the Savonius rotor. The

parameters of a typical augmented Savonius rotor was used to harness the wind energy thereby

driving the pump. More details of the rotor model and other physical components used in the

system build-up will be discussed in Chapter 2 of this document.

1.3 Research methodology

The research employs an experimental approach to evaluate the result of a simulated wind

turbine and hydraulic transmission system. The simulation applied semi-empirical modelling of

physical components that made up the hydraulic transmission and Savonius turbine systems.

Matlab graphical interface (Simulink) is used for modelling and simulation.

The experiment made use of commercially available hardware components as shown assembled

in Fig. 1. Virtual simulation model of turbine is used to control the input rotational speed of the
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IEHEC motor. In practice, some of the input variables to the simulated model, such as pressure

and flow rate are measured signals from the physical sensors in the experimental set-up. The

results of the experiment will be compared to that of the virtual simulation model.

 A plot of the turbine tip speed ratio and torque coefficient will outline the conformity and

concurrence of the models while taking into account the assumptions and approximations used

during modeling.

The virtual turbine model is compiled and run in real time interface of ControlDesk software

(dSPACE – DS1005). The real time interface (RTI) feeds the operating parameters of the turbine

to the inverter, and subsequently control the rotational speed of the IEHEC motor. Similarly,

outputs from the set-up such as the pressure, temperature and volume flow of the pump are

measured. The interconnectivity of the physical set-up and the ControlDesk is made possible by

use of an analog to digital (ADC) and digital to analog (DAC) board for signal processing.

The experiment was carried out by initially operating the IEHEC motor at constant speeds while

varying the valve orifice area over a fixed time period. By so doing, the temperature, pressure,

flow rate and thermal power of the system were evaluated. Documentation and evaluation of the

experimental results is outlined in the following Chapters. Of interests are pressure build up

with changing wind speed in proportion to varied valve orifice area, thermal power of the

system, flow characteristics of the valve and efficiency of the turbine. Figure 2 shows a

schematic arrangement of the system set-up.
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Figure 2. Schematics of assembly of system Hardware components.

1.4 Organization of the study

The outline of this thesis is as follows. In the second Chapter, the system components are

introduced together with mathematical models used in system set-up. In Chapter 3, the turbine

models will be reviewed. Modification to the virtual simulation model, experimental set-up and

the measurement procedure will be explained. Following the measurement procedure are result

tabulation and analysis in the fourth Chapter. Finally, the conclusion is drawn together with

recommendations.
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2 COMPONENT DISCRIPTION AND DIMENSIONING

This section discusses in brief the component description, dimensioning and parametric

equations used in modelling the output responses of the input parameters to these components.

2.1 Savonius turbine model

The aerodynamic energy of wind is a function of the mass flow rate  and rate of change in the

kinetic energy E of wind [12].

            =                                                 (1)

E = 0.5 2                                     (2)

, where  is wind, is the wind velocity,  density of the wind, A turbine cross-sectional

area and E is the kinetic energy of wind.

From equations (1 & 2), wind power ( ) [12] is derived.

=            (3)

, where   is the rate of change in the kinetic energy of wind.

Equation (3) gives power contained in wind moving across the turbine’s cross-sectional area.

Betz Criterion [13] presents an ideal wind energy conversion efficiency of a wind turbine. The

limit stands at a maximum of 59 %. In practice, this efficiency level is hardly achieved as is

visible in the Fig. 3. The power coefficient (Cp) [14, 15], which is dependent on the tip speed

ratio of the rotor, is used to determine the efficiency of the turbine. A realistic Cp value lies

between (0.35 – 0.40) % for practical wind turbines [13]. The power output of any wind turbine

is a function of its power coefficient. Turbine power ( ) [12] is deduced.

=  =                         (4)

, where Mwt is turbine output torque and  is the angular velocity of the rotor. Hence turbine

output torque  is derived as follows:
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Power coefficient ( ) of a turbine is dependent on the turbine’s tip speed ratio ( ) [16]. This

relationship is given by

= =            (5)

, where  is tip speed ratio and  is torque coefficient and  is the turbine output torque.

The system torque is defined by

= 0.5 ( )             (6)

Tip speed ratio which is the ratio of the blade speed to free stream wind speed across the blade

[16] is given by

=             (7)

, where r is the radius of the rotor blade.

Figure 3. Power coefficient (Cp) versus Tip speed ratio ( ) of various Wind Turbines [17].

Of these turbines, Savonius rotor was chosen due to its high self-starting torque at low rotor

speed [18]. This characteristic of the rotor makes for good application in low wind speed area.

Due to low power efficiency of the Savonius rotor; with typical power coefficient in range of

(12 – 15) % and tip speed ratio ( ) of 0.7% [19], different research has been carried out to this

effect to improve performance.
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Further experimental studies carried out on Savonius rotor has been documented showing

efficiency improvement ranging from 20% to 35% [20, 21] corresponding to an optimal tip

speed ratio of about 0.95. The variations in power coefficient arise from modification to

geometrical parameters of conventional Savonius rotor [22]. By method of extrapolation and

closed jet wind tunnel testing, optimum power coefficient of 32% has been achieved with

modification in conventional Savonius rotor having central shaft. Similarly power coefficient of

21% has been documented in an open wind jet tunnel study of a Savonius rotor with a central

shaft design modification [23]. Hence one can observe a significant impact on power output of

the turbine with geometrical modification and test environment. By applying known torque

coefficient parameter of conventional wind turbine, the power coefficients and consequently

power outputs of the turbine could be evaluated.

Parameters of a prototype Savonius rotor was used to model a practical Savonius rotor for the

experiment. Figure 4 shows torque coefficient and tip speed ratio relationship of Savonius

turbine models.

Figure 4. Torque Coefficient and Tip speed ratio relationship of Savonius rotor models [2].
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The slope (line C) of low inertia Savonius rotor with augmentors was chosen. From this

information, the equation of torque coefficient Ct of the rotor could be derived by applying

equation of a straight line with negative gradient.

From the graph of Fig. 4, the straight line equation of slope C is deduced.

( ) ( ) + ( )              (8)

, where B is the intercept along Ct axis,  is tip speed ratio parameter along (x) axis and K is the

gradient of the graph.

2.2 IEHEC Motor

IEHEC motor is a permanent magnet synchronous electrical motor, consisting of integrated

toothed-coil permanent magnet and axial piston hydraulic pump directly driven by the same

shaft, this allows for operation in high pressure application. Performance evaluation carried out

indicates an efficiency of about 95% at 150 Nm and 1000 rpm [24].  The control of the IEHEC

is an electrical frequency converter for fast response in dynamic application and can be used

both in pumping and motoring modes [25]. With its high efficiency and fast dynamic response,

IEHEC motor’s application is wide ranging and very suitable for integrated operations [24]. The

fast dynamic response of this system stems from use of powerful electrical drive technology

[26]. Displayed in Fig. 5 are sectional and side views of the IEHEC motor respectively. Table 1

outlines the system specifications.

Figure 5. Sectional and side views of an IEHEC Motor [24].
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Table 1. IEHEC motor Specification [24].

Parameter Value

Length 398mm

Weight (EM + HM) 110kg (92kg + 18kg)

Nominal power 26 kW

Flow rate Up to 180 l/min

Pressure Up to 400 bar

Rated voltage 400 V

Nominal current 44 A

Coolant flow 4 l/min @ 70°C

Nominal speed 1500 RPM

Supply frequency at nominal speed 200Hz

Measured torque density at nominal point 4.4 Nm/Kg

In the study; the IEHEC motor mimicking the Savonius turbine is controlled with the parameters

of the wind turbine. Speed signal from simulation interacts with the frequency converter which

in turn defines the speed of the motor. Using Newton’s second law for rotation, angular

acceleration of wind turbine is defined [27].

= (10)

, where J is the rotor Inertia. By integrating the angular acceleration, the angular velocity is

achieved.

= (11)

Inertia of the rotor is defined by:

= 0.5 (12)

, where m is the mass of rotor.
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The pump input torque ( ) [28] is given by

=                                    (9)

, where is the pump pressure and,  is the fixed volume displacement of the integrated pump

of the IEHEC motor rated at 63 cm3/rev.

It should be noted that the pump input torque  is a resistance torque, hence opposes the

rotational speed of the turbine. Figure 6 presents a typical Savonius rotor design where D and

Do are the internal and external diameters of the blades respectively, d is  the  radius  and c

represents the distance between the ends of the blades at the point of connection to the central

shaft. For more information about turbine dimension parameter used in the design, see Appendix

1. It should be noted that the mass used in simulation models is 362 kg.

Figure 6. Illustration of a single-stage Savonius rotor [29].

2.3 Valves

Valve is one of the principal components used in hydraulic systems. Applications range from

flow control to pressure control applications. In the system set-up, both valve types were used.

These include a throttle valve and a pressure relief valve. For simplicity, the focus of this
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Chapter will be on the throttle valve. A brief introduction of the pressure relief valve will be

highlighted.

2.3.1 Pressure relief valve

As a matter of safety, pressure relief valves are required in any hydraulic system where the

source pressure could exceed the pressure calibration of components downstream of the

hydraulic circuit. Otherwise in a situation where a specified pressure level should not be

exceeded. Where fixed displacement hydraulic pump is used as is the case in this set-up, it is

recommended the use of pressure relief valve alongside [30]. In these cases, the pressure relief

valve set-point is set to open and bypass the excess pressure to the tank to avoid overload. The

set-point at which the valve spring force equals the pressure force and valve starts to open is

referred to as the cracking pressure [31]. Hence:

= ±  (13)

, where pc is the cracking pressure, Fs0 is spring force preload = (ks*x0), Fc is coulomb friction

force and Av is poppet area normal to pressure.

A typical direct acting pressure relief valve is presented in the Fig. 7.

To maintain a constant flow rate in the system, the calibrated valve pressure set point of 200

bars must not be exceeded. Hence operation within this pressure limit ensures that the system is

safe.

Figure 7. A direct acting pressure relief valve, where pds is discharge port pressure, k is

viscous force coefficient, x is poppet displacement, m is mass of the moving parts, d is

diameter of orifice and c is spring stiffness [32].
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2.3.2 Hydraulic throttle orifice

One of the vital components of the system set-up, responsible for flow regulation, and

subsequently, torque vis-à-vis, pressure build-up and thermal power generation is the flow

control pin valve. This valve uses a throttle mechanism through which fluid flow is constricted

by adjusting the valve stem. This results in pressure differential across the valve. Application of

high velocity short throat orifice when working with high pressure fluids aimed at achieving

high pressure drop is common practice. This serves to limit the risk of cavitation, erosion to the

valve components and damaging shock wave in the system when working with fluid susceptible

to flash [33].

Though the focus of this study is not to seek to improve the design performance of the throttle

valve, it is worth outlining that high velocity flow of fluid through the orifice is the bane of

controlling valve operation. Hence the operating characteristics, operating limit and operation

life of the valve should be considered.

The pin valve used in the set-up is a DV Series flow control valve. DV-16 is an inline mounting

valve of schematics in Fig. 8. See Appendix 2 for more manufacturer’s information on valve

dimensioning.

Figure 8. DV-16 needle valve diagram (a) Top view (b) Sectional view (c) front view [34].

a

b
c
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2.3.3 Throttle Valve Mechanism

The valve in question is a manually operated pin valve. By turning the control knob of the valve,

hydraulic flow could be regulated. Starting from closed position, the valve is opened by turning

the valve knob anti-clockwise and closed by turning in clockwise direction. Calibration on the

on the knob allows for repeatability of the process.

Among parameters of the valve to be measured are the semi-empirical flow coefficient ( )

detailing flow characteristics with each number of turns of the valve knob and the orifice

diameter of the valve.  Using orifice volume flow equation [35], the orifice area ( ) could be

calculated, thus:

=
( )

(14)

, where  is volume flow across valve (measured using flow sensor),  is pressure difference

across valve,  is non-dimensional parameter; the orifice discharge coefficient approximately

0.61 for circular valve orifice geometry, and  is the oil density [kg/m3].

Similarly, the semi-empirical flow coefficient of the valve ( )  depicting flow and pressure

drop relationship could be evaluated [36].

= ( ) (15)

Thermal power (Pk) is generated as fluid passes through the constricted valve. The power

generated is a function of fluid flow rate and pressure drop across the valve [35].

=              (16)

Figure 9 demonstrates the behavior of flow through the throttle orifice, where p1 is inlet

pressure, p2 is outlet pressure, v1 is inlet fluid velocity, v2 is fluid velocity across the orifice

and d is orifice diameter. At low velocity, flow is laminar and turbulent with increasing

velocity.
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Figure 9. Cross-section of flow through a throttle orifice.

2.4 Sensors

This section is dedicated to the sensors used in the system set-up. These include the flow meter,

pressure and temperature sensors. With these sensors, the flow rate, temperature and pressure

can be measured.

2.4.1 Flow meter

Flow meters are used basically to measure the amount of fluid flow per time period. In the set-

up, a gear type flow meter is used.  The fluid flow that passes through, drives a non-contact gear

which is measured by an in-built sensor as the gear rotates by one tooth pitch. The signal

produced is pre-amplified. The sensor uses a two-channel sampling for better resolution and

indication of flow direction. Figure 10 shows flow meter component with its constituent parts.

See Appendix 3 for more information of Flow Meter VC flow characteristics

Q

2P1P

d

1V 2V
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Figure 10. KRACHT flowmeter: 1) Housing 2) Cover 3) Gear 4) Preamplifier 5) Connector

6) Sensor 7) Bearing assembly [37].

Table 2. The general characteristics of the KRACHT flowmeter [37].

General Characteristics

Design Gear motor

Connection type Plate mounting / pipe connection

Mounting position Optional

Flow direction Optional

Viscosity 1... 1.000.000cSt, /according to series)

Max. pressure drop pmax = 16 bar / 230 psi

2.4.2 Pressure Transducer

Pressure is the measure of force acting on a given surface area. To measure the pressure in the

hydraulic fluid, pressure sensors were used in the experimental set-up. These were positioned

as such to measure the inline (before the valve) and return (after the valve) pressure. From these

measured outputs, the pressure difference across the valve could be calculated. The data from
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the pressure sensor in the inline side is same as the pressure difference of the pump. This data

is fed into the pump model to simulate the response of pump torque with increasing pressure.

Figure 11. HDA 3845 pressure transducer [38].

Used in the set-up is a Hydac HDA 3845 pressure transducer. The accuracy of this component

is dependent on the temperature of the fluid. See Appendix 4 for manufacturer’s technical and

dimension information of component.

2.4.3 Temperature Sensor

This component is used to measure the temperature of the fluid in the system. The sensors were

positioned to measure the temperature of the fluid as it emerges from the valve in the return

pressure line and another after the fluid has been cooled. This information provides knowledge

of how much heat is dissipated and the temperature of the fluid returning to the oil tank. Used

in the set-up is a Hydac 320 series temperature transducer. See Appendix 5 for manufacturer’s

technical information of component.
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Figure 12. HYDAC 320 series electronic temperature switch [38].

2.5 Cooler

Heat exchangers (coolers) perform the function of temperature exchange between two fluids

without them coming into contact. The use to which they are put, either to collect or dissipate

heat from a body depends on the need of application. There exist various kinds of heat

exchangers in commercial application. In this experiment as has been outlined earlier, the heat

exchanger is to dissipate the heat generated in the hydraulic fluid and used for house heating.

An oil to air heat exchanger operating on the mechanism of force convective heat transfer was

used. The off/on controlled fan of heat exchanger is equipped with a 0.25 kW rated motor

operating at 50 Hz (3000 RPM) maximum fan rotor speed. By Newton´s law of cooling, the

radiative power Pr of the cooler can be derived [39].

 (17)

, where  is convective heat-transfer coefficient of the radiator [W/m2 0C], Ar is radiative area

[m2],  is final oil temperature [0C] corresponding to the radiator plate temperature and  is

the ambient air temperature [0C].
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Figure 13. Forced convective oil to air cooler.

However, theoretical approach is deemed more suitable to analyze the result of the cooling unit.

Calculations is carried out using parameters of a known oil cooler to estimate the heat output of

the system. This is due to unavailability of manufacturer’s performance characteristic

information of the cooler used in the set-up (see Fig. 13) and thus, accurate results cannot be

guaranteed. In addition, short experiment time and low oil temperature difference recorded in

the pre-trial experiment makes the use of the cooler barely relevant. The amount of heat

generated in the fluid is attributed to the volume of oil used and short time span of the experiment

cycle.

The heat load (Ph) of the system over an operating time period is expected to tally that of the

turbine power as no work is done by the hydraulic fluid in the system [11]. This is derived thus:

= )
(18)

, where: V is the tank volume [m3], t time period over temperature measurent [s], and  is

ambient oil temperature [°C]. Using this approach, it is assumed that the final oil temperature

( ) corresponds to the radiator plate temperature at the elapse of experiment time.
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To choose a suitable radiator, the power loss  is evaluated using the equation as given [40].

= ( )
                                                            (19)

, where  is density of the oil; for mineral oil: 915 kg/m3,  is specific heat capacity of oil;

for mineral oil 1.88 kJ/kg°C. For a given air temperature T1 [°C] and a desired oil temperature

of T2 [°C], the specific cooling capacity Psc [kW/°C] of the cooler could be calculated by [40]

=
( )

                                                                  (20)

2.6 Hydraulic Oil

Hydraulic fluid is a vital element of any hydraulic operating system.  Hydraulic fluids have

found application in forestry, marine and more frequent in mobile equipment for power

transmission, wear protection, cooling and heat transfer.

One of the underlying hydraulic fluids’ properties that determine its suitability is its viscosity-

temperature behavior. The relationship is inversely proportional with increasing or decreasing

fluid temperature [41]. High viscosity index ensures wide temperature operating range of the

fluid. Other properties required of good hydraulic fluids are low compressibility, low foaming

tendency, high oxidation stability over a time period, tribological compatibility with materials,

environmental impact and many others [42, 43].

Leakages and pressure loss in hydraulic components are common problems of pressurized

systems. With hydraulic oil, these problems are exacerbated by cavitation and oil viscosity [44].

With about 9% air content in solution of mineral based hydraulic oil under atmospheric

condition, cavitation in the fluid affects the dynamic power transmissibility of the fluid [44] and

hampers the performance of the components in the system.

 In use in the experiment is mineral based hydraulic oil HVLP 46 was used for its durability,

availability in various viscosity grades, toxicogical behavior, hydrolytic stability and good

thermal property in power transmission and heat transfer application. It is recommended to

operate at permitted viscosity drop of 15 %, at temperature reaching 100°C [41]. Presented in

Fig. 14 and Fig. 15 are the properties and viscosity – temperature relation of HVLP 46 hydraulic
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oil. A high viscosity index indicates a small change in viscosity with changes in temperature

and low index means a large viscosity change with change in the oil temperature.

As is the case with any moving substance in contact with itself and other substance, friction is

ever present. In flowing hydraulic fluid, friction contribute to the temperature rise in the system.

More so, compression and expansion of the fluid as it passes through the valve increases the

intermolecular activity present which results in stresses and tearing of molecular chains to add

more heat to the fluid [11].

Figure 14. Hydraulic oil HVLP 46 properties [43].
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Figure 15. Viscosity – temperature diagram (VI 100, double logarithmic representation) [41].

2.7  Oil reservoir

The oil reservoir in use is a steel enclosed tank measuring up to 300 liters in capacity. The

primary function of the tank is storage and recirculation of the hydraulic fluid. Connected to the

tank are the suction line to the pump and the return line as represented in Fig. 16.
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Figure 16. Hydraulic oil tank.

Other than hydraulic fluid storage, the tank also serves as a heat storing component. The

undissipated heat in the return oil infinitesimally accumulates thereby raising the temperature

of the fluid in the tank. Owing to the material of the storage, energy is loss through conduction.

This energy could be made useful if tapped and used for floor eating. This implies close

proximity of the storage tank to the target usage area.

The phenomenon of heat accumulation in the tank is described by tank oil temperature Tt as

given [1].

= +                                                  (21)

Similarly, the tank thermal energy  (in the oil returning to the tank) could be calculated.

=                                                           (22)
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3 EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

In this Chapter the experimental simulation, system set-up and system control is described.  The

virtually simulated model of system from previous study in relation to the laboratory

experimental process is briefly explained. The interaction between the hardware components,

signal processing and integration of hardware of real time interface (dSPACE) with

Matlab/Simulink software in the experiment is outlined.

3.1 Virtual simulation model

Encompassed in the virtual simulation model are equations representing the different

components that make up the circuit. The rotor is the power source for driving the hydraulic

pump.  Other parts modelled include the throttle valve, pressure relief valve, oil to air heat

exchanger and hydraulic fluid storage tank. The fluid power circuit was modelled and simulated

in Simulink using semi-empirical modelling method.

In the earlier study of the system, two different torque coefficients (Ct)  were  applied  in  the

virtually simulated system model to test for optimum orifice diameter at which power output is

maximized. It was determined from calculation and test simulations that the optimum orifice

diameter of the model is a function of the turbine’s tip speed ratio which depends on the wind

speed and load on the turbine (pump torque). This relationship is given in Fig. 17. From the

outcome of this test, the turbine was found to operate optimally at torque coefficient of 0.35. [1]

This claim is the focus for verification of the modelled turbine’s optimum torque coefficient

parameter. To harness optimum power from the wind, the throttle orifice has to be adjusted to

achieve an optimum tip speed ratio of the turbine.
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Figure 17. Tip speed ratio relationship with orifice diameter [1].

3.2 Hardware-in-the-loop simulation

The experiment is designed by method of HIL simulation. The virtual turbine simulation model

is used in tandem with the experimental system hardware set-up.  A sample wind profile of

constant wind speeds (2 m/s to 12 m/s) over a 30 minutes time period was designed to run in

the simulation. System pressure input parameter was measured directly from the system

responses using sensor. The pressure variable determines the pump output torque. Imbedded

equations calculates turbine’s tip speed ratio and torque coefficient. These parameters controls

the motor’s speed.

3.3 Experimentation

The experiment made use of commercially available hardware for system set-up. The rotational

speed output signal of the virtual Savonius turbine model controls the speed of the IEHEC motor

which drives the pump. Simulation was set to infinite time and stopped at the elapse of wind

speed data sample time.

Connected to the integrated motor unit is a frequency converter which varies the frequency of

the motor with change in the rotational speed of the turbine model. This variation is as a result

of change in the wind speed. The dSPACE hardware interacts and processes input sensor signals

in the system set-up in real time.
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The experiment is carried out by controlling the motor with the designed turbine model while

regulating the valve orifice. The valve is increasingly opened by turning the valve knob anti-

clockwise till full opening. The valve knob is calibrated between 0 to 9 numbers of repeatable

turns. The valve knob for the experiment were set to 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 number of turns and their

corresponding orifice diameters were measured and documented in the result chapters.

Having established the relationship between optimum throttle orifice with respect torque

coefficient and wind speed, the Savonius turbine model of slope C in Fig. 4 and Eq. 8 depicting

the torque coefficient of the turbine were applied in the turbine torque model.

Preliminary tests were carrid out to verify the pressure limit of the system. This is to ascertain

that the system  does not exceed the 200 bar pressure limt. To this effect, the system could be

said to maintain a  constant volume flow at any given time throughtout the system. Displayed

in Fig. 18 is an assemly of the harware components of the system.

Figure 18. Experimental system hardware set-up.
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4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

This Chapter presents the results of the laboratory experiments. The virtual simulation and test

bench results from previous study [1] are presented as well. Analysis and comparison of results

is carried out to verify prior inferences. Similarly, the throttle valve characteristic behavior of

the valve manufacturer is compared with the simulated characteristics. Emphasis is laid on the

valve optimum orifice diameter in relation to tip speed ratio, torque coefficient and thermal

power output.

4.1 Virtual simulation result

The objective of presenting the result of the virtual simulation is to investigate correlation with

the experimental results. As mentioned earlier, variations exist in the parameters used in these

two models. One variation is the wind speed data used in the virtual simulation as recorded by

the Finnish meteorological institute (See Fig. 19)

Figure 19. Wind speed data applied in virtual system simulation [1].

The optimum orifice diameter used in the models varied as well. These parameters (wind data

and orifice diameter) used in the experiment is sampled in the virtual simulation as well.

Average of the wind speed data was used to calculate the optimal orifice diameter used in the
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test bench and as well to compute the output results of the virtual system recorded in Table 3

[1].

Two torque coefficients were simulated in the virtual simulation. The result of the simulation

claims optimum torque coefficient Ct = 0.35, having higher power output. This torque

coefficient parameter is subjected to scrutiny in the experimental Savonius turbine model.

Table 3. Calculated power values from the wind data [1].

Torque coefficient (Ct) 0.25 0.35

Average wind speed [m/s] 3.95

RMS of wind speed [m/s] 4.44

Power of average wind speed [W] 14.7 28.3

Power of RMS wind speed [W] 21.0 40.5

Simulated power of rotor [W] 22.8 41.6

Total power produced by average wind speed [W] 2453.3 4731.4

Total power produced by RMS of wind speed [W] 3505.8 6761.3

Total simulated power [W] 3803.8 6946.7

Total power production per annum (RMS) [kW/a] 183.9 354.7

Total simulated power production per annum

[kW/a]

19.5 364.4

4.1.1 Virtual system optimum parameters evaluation

The supposed optimal orifice diameter of 1.85 mm was applied in the virtual rotor simulation

at optimum torque coefficient Ct = 0.35 under constant wind speed v =10 m/s to verify the

output value presented in Fig. 20.
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Figure 20. Tip speed ratio – power relationship of Virtual turbine model [1].

An assessment of the presented result (Fig. 20) was carried out using constant wind speed over

time. The parameters of the virtually simulated system (optimum orifice diameter of the

virtually simulated throttle orifice simulation at wind speed of 10 m/s and torque coefficient of

0.35) inputted gave rise to the result displayed in Fig. 21. From this result, the claimed optimum

tip speed ratio of 1.17 in previous study [1] was not achieved. Similarly the torque coefficient

of 0.35 was not achieved. Figure 22 shows that at cut-in wind speed of the turbine, the torque

coefficient started to decline from initial value of 0.35. Output power of the turbine is not

optimal at this point.
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Figure 21. Tip speed ratio of Virtual turbine model.

Figure 22. Torque coefficient of Virtual turbine model.
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4.2 Test bench simulated result

Test bench from previous research is similar to the experimental set-up with some

modifications.  It served the purpose of empirical research to examine the parametric effect of

generated power and optimal tip speed ratio of the system using two different torque coefficient

values of the turbine [1]. A constant wind speed of 10 m/s was used in simulation. The optimum

orifice diameters at the different torque coefficients were noted as well. Owing to the similarity

in the two models (Test bench and laboratory experimental models), the results at the same

operating conditions are more readily compared.

4.2.1 Turbine power and  tip speed ratio characteristics of test bench model

By adjusting the throttle orifice in the test bench set-up, it was reported that optimal throttle

orifice of 2.5 mm was reached for turbine simulation with torque coefficient of 0.35. Similarly,

the optimal tip speed ratio which is wind speed dependent is achieved [1].

The Result of the study as presented in Fig. 23 shows an optimal tip speed ratio of 1.17 was

reached for rotor of torque coefficient Ct = 0.35 and 0.84 for rotor of torque coefficient Ct =

0.25. However going by graph C of Fig. 4 depicting torque coefficient and tip speed ratio

relationship of the Savonius turbine model used, the corresponding torque coefficient at tip-

speed ratio of 1.17 is below 0.2. To investigate further, parameters of the test bench is configured

in the virtual system simulation and result evaluated.
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Figure 23. Effect of optimal tip speed ratio for different torque coefficient on power output

[1].

4.2.2  Test bench optimum parameters evaluation

Using constant wind speed profile shown in Fig. 24 and test bench parameters (optimum valve

orifice diameter of 2.5 mm and torque coefficient Ct =  0.35),  the  tip  speed  ratio  and

corresponding torque coefficient were presented in Fig. 24 and Fig. 25 respectively. Emphasis

is laid on the response of the system in wind speed range of 10 – 12 m/s. Tip speed ratio of 1.19

was recorded. This is close to the claimed optimum value of 1.17. Similarly, the corresponding

torque coefficient is below 0.2. With these two results, it can clearly be said that the torque

coefficient applied in the virtual design is not optimum at 0.35. It is evident that torque increases

with increasing wind speed. The fast change in turbine torque coefficient is as a result of pump

load on the turbine. Hence the turbine output torque and pump input torque equalizes with time.

This result is compared with the experimental simulation.
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Figure 24. Tip speed ratio evaluation using test bench parameters.

Figure 25. Torque coefficient evaluation using test bench parameters.
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4.3 Experimental results

The results of the experiment is tabulated in the following Chapters. The Wind speed data used

and subsequently turbine speed is presented in Fig. 26 and Fig. 27 respectively. The deviation

noticed in the wind speed at 2 valve turns is as a result of time off-set during data recording.

Same wind speed profile was used throughout the experiment. Only the extreme valve setting

(2 and 7 turns) results were repesented due to the similarity of results at different orifice setting.

This off-set is also noticed in some other results such as the torque coefficient, wind and system

power outputs.

Figure 26. Wind speed profile.

The turbine was monitored to ensure that its operating speed is within the rated limit of the

IEHEC motor of 1500 RPM. Upper speed limit of the experimental turbine was set to 1400

RPM. Other measures taken to ensure safety includes an emergency switch to halt operation.

Unlike conventional Savonius turbine which rotates in either direction of the wind force, the

experimental turbine model is subject to one directional rotation due to open-loop hydraulic

circuit. The rotation of IEHEC motor was permitted only to other direction Maximum recorded

speed of the turbine at 7 opening turns of the valve knob stands approximately 500 RPM.
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Figure 27. Rotational speed of turbine.

4.3.1 Experimental turbine torque coefficient and tip speed ratio characteristics

The  torque coefficient – tip speed ratio parameter of the low inertia Savonius with augmentors

(slope C) of Fig. 4 was adopted to achieve power output of commercially available wind turbine.

This relationship is used to verify the adherence of the experimental turbine to the torque

coefficient – tip speed ratio relationship. The similarity in the slope of the two graphs (Fig. 4

and Fig. 28) approximating to a value of 0.15 is calculated. From the maximum recoded turbine

output power in the experiment, optimum tip speed ratio (see Fig. 30) is interpolated and found

to be 1.2 corresponding to a torque coefficient of 0.175. Note that only the extreme valve setting

(2 and 7 turns) results were repesented due to the similarity of results at different orifice setting.
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Figure 28. Torque Coefficient vs tip speed ratio for IEHEC rotor.

4.3.2 Wind Power

Change in wind power is as a result of change in wind speed and is independent of the turbine

performance. Hence at maximum wind speed of 12 m/s, the power obtaiable is approximately

4.3 kW as shown in Fig. 29. As earlier noted, the deviation in result  at different valve turns is

consequent to off-set in data recording time. Only the extreme valve setting (2 and 7 turns)

results were repesented owing to similarity in results at other valve settings.
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Figure 29. Wind power.

4.3.3 Turbine power output

As  is earlier established, power output of the turbine is a function of the power coefficient which

is dependent on the tip speed ratio of the rotor. Hence the valve orifice is adjusted so that the tip

speed ratio traces the power curve of a practical turbine model. Figure 30 presents the power

coefficient - tip speed ratio relationship of the experimental turbine, showing a concurrence in

the power output of the turbine model in comparison to that presented in Fig.4. The optimum

power coefficient of 0.205 was achieved corresponding to a tip speed ratio of about 1.2. The

experimental turbine’s tip speed ratio value is close to the tip speed ratio recorded in the test

bench simulation (1.17) presented in Fig. 23 and the tip speed ratio in the virtual simulation

(1.19) using test bench valve orifice parameter as shown in Fig. 24. Note that only results of

extreme valve settings were presented following similarity in result at other valve settings.
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Figure 30. Power coefficient - Tip speed ratio relationship of EIHEC turbine.

4.3.4 Torque Coefficients and Tip speed ratio

Torque coefficient is defined as the ratio of power coefficient to the tip speed ratio. The optimum

torque coefficient of 0.175 was achieved at 3 valve knob turns in wind speed range of 10 – 12

m/s. The optimum orifice of the test bench turbine model was calibrated in the experimental

turbine. The output result is represented in Fig. 31 with the highlighted plot. The output torque

coefficient observed is concurrent with the torque coefficient of the test bench presented in Fig.

25. However, the valve orifice at which the optimum parameters were achieved slightly differ

in the two models; 2.5 mm (2.5 valve turns) in the virtual model and 3 mm (3 valve turns) in the

experimental model. Hence the difference in the torque coefficients.

Unlike in the virtual turbine model, the optimum orifice diameter of 1.85 mm could not be

realistically calibrated in the experimental set-up. Hence the orifice setting of 2.0 mm is used in

the experimental turbine to evaluate the virtual turbine model parameters. Figure 32 shows the

tip speed ratio of the virtual turbine model (0.65 at 2 valve turns) in comparison to the tip speed

ratio of the test bench turbine (0.95 at 2.5 valve turns).
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Figure 31. Torque coefficient of simulated turbine.

Figure 32. Tip speed ratio of turbine at different valve turns.
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4.3.5 Turbine Power

Figure 33 presents output power of the turbine at different valve orifice opening and wind speed.

Figure 33. Turbine power.

It could be observed from the graph an increasing power output with increase in wind speed.

Considerable power output is achieved between wind speeds of 10 - 12 m/s. Maximum power

output was achieved at 3 turns of the valve knob. Power outputs of 0.50 kW and 0.87 kW were

recorded at 10 m/s and 12 m/s wind speed respectively. In latter pages, we will evaluate the

corresponding valve orifice diameter in relation to the number of turns of the valve knob.

Similarly, optimum power coefficient was recorded at 3 valve knob turns. Using the orifice area

formulation, the valve orifice area was simulated. The diameter is calculated thus:

= (4 / )                         (23)

The result of Fig. 34 shows simulated valve diameter corresponding to the number of valve knob

turns. The optimum valve orifice at optimum power output at 3 valve knob turns (between 10 –

12 m/s wind speed) is found to be 3 mm. The spike in the signals were as a result of disturbances

in the system with changing wind speed.

The measured flow characteristic of the simulated valve closely follows the characteristic data

provided by the manufacturer. This verifies the behavior of the valve in operation.
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Figure 34. Valve orifice diameter.

4.3.6 Thermal Power

Thermal power (Pk) is calculated from flow and pressure drop across the valve using Eq. (16).

The graph of Fig. 35 reveals the thermal power of the experimental system at different wind

speed and valve orifices. Between wind speed of 2 - 4 m/s and higher number of valve turns (4

-7), an insignificant pressure difference is recorded and due to sensory limitations of the pressure

transducer, negative pressure were recorded in some cases. Hence thermal power obtainable at

wind speeds below 4 m/s and orifice diameter above 3 mm is insignificant with this turbine

parameters. Maximum thermal power output of approximately 0.82 kW at 3 number of valve

knob turns and constant wind speed of 12 m/s was achieved.
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Figure 35. Thermal Power.

The power output of the system is dependent of the coefficient of performance of the system.

The efficiency of the turbine in harnessing wind and the valve to generate heat were evaluated.

= (24)

, where  valve thermal power conversion efficiency.

From calculation, these values at wind speed of 10 m/s and 3 valve turns stand at 0.20 and 0.9

respectively. It is noticed that increasing wind speed resulted in increasing valve thermal power

efficiency; an indication of high functional efficiency of chosen valve type.

Figure 36 shows power obtainable from the wind speed profile in comparison to achieved

turbine power at different valve knob turns. The reference wind power is a calculation of power

contained in the wind moving across the cross sectional area of the turbine blade without doing

any work or obtainable at 100% power efficiency of turbine. Whereas the turbine power is

calculated from power the turbine extracted from the wind at any given orifice diameter.

Applying Eq. (5) and Eq. (24), the efficiency of turbine power and thermal power conversion of

the system can be evaluated.
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Figure 36. Turbine power in relation to wind power.

Consequent to fluid throttling is temperature rise in the fluid. Figure 37 maps the temperature

change in the fluid measured at position after the throttle valve at different orifice set points.

At time zero, the temperature tranceducer measures the ambient temerature of the fluid. The

difference in temperature during each measurement cycle gives the heat input in the fluid.

Thermodynamically, the temperature increase in the fluid resulting from pressure drop and

hydraulic power required to move the mass flow across the valve orifice [35] is given by:

=             (25)

At 3 mm orifice diameter setting, temperature difference of 4 0C was achieved. Noticeably,

higher temperature is achieved at higher pressure build-up which corresponds to higher wind

speed. It should be noted that the higher temperature recorded at  2 and 3 valve turns were as a

result of difference in the innitial temperature of the oil at the start of the experiment.
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Figure 37. Throttled oil temperature.

By heat load from Eq. (18), and oil volume of 202.5 liters used in the experiment, heat load of

approximately 0.8 kW was calculated. This validates the thermal power value of Fig. 35. Given

an ambient air temperature of 26 °C and throttled oil temperature of 34 °C, the specific cooling

capacity of the cooler could be derived by applying Eq. (20). Also it is recommended to account

for deficiency due to contamination with a 10 % safety margin [40]. Hence  = 0.1025(1.1) =

0,113 kW/0C. This power loss must be dissipated by the oil cooler.
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5 RECOMMENDATION

It is understood that power output by the turbine is most efficient at an optimum tip speed ratio

of the turbine. In this system, the tip speed ratio and consequently thermal power output of the

turbine is influenced by the orifice diameter of the valve. This parameter controls the system

torque, pressure build-up and hydraulic fluid flow rate, hence a critical parameter impacting the

performance of the system.

In the current model of the system, the valve in use requires manual adjustment to achieve

optimum setting. Given a fixed wind speed, the valve performance will be efficient, however

the dynamic wind environment requires that the valve throttle mechanism be flexible and self-

adjusting to achieve optimum condition. This could be achieved by use of hydraulic proportional

valve with a feedback controller.

Proportional valve suitability stems from its lower cost and maintenance requirements compared

to servo valve. Using optimum tip speed ratio parameter of the turbine in closed-loop

applications, the valve orifice could be adjusted with varying wind speed to operate at optimum

set-point. A new semi-empirical hardware-in-the-loop simulation [45] presents a modelling

approach to integrate hydraulic proportional spool valve to this hydraulic system. However

considering the slow dynamics in wind turbine and heat transfer, conventional proportional vale

should meet the requirement of the system.
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6 CONCLUSION

The sustainability of wind energy and other renewable energy sources continues to attract

investment and development in the technologies. Of known wind energy harnessing

technologies, Savonius turbine has considerable low power, limiting it to small power

requirements applications.

Researches on the performance of Savonius rotor under various environmental conditions and

design configurations has been documented. Using a simplified augmented turbine prototype,

constant wind parameter over time and varied throttle orifice diameter, the optimum operation

condition of the turbine yielding maximum turbine power and system thermal power output was

found. The parameters at optimum condition corresponds to orifice diameter of 3mm, tip speed

ratio of 1.2 and power coefficient of 0.2. It is worth noting that no public information is made

of the augmentors of the turbine prototype used. However, the power coefficient of the

experimental rotor closely match the output result of Wilson et. al work [17]. Optimum tip speed

ratio was found to slightly differ.

Other than the torque coefficient and tip speed ratio parameters of the turbine, surface area of

the turbine plays into its power output. This implies that efficient design materials for the turbine

need be explored to improve on the weight per unit power output of the turbine.

To maintain optimum operating condition of the system, it is recommended to substitute the

throttle valve in the set-up with a solenoid actuated proportional valve to respond to the dynamic

wind condition while keeping in mind the power requirement of additional control unit of the

valve.

It was observed that a considerable amount of power (about 40 W) was produced at minimum

wind speed of 4 m/s. The compact design of this system and potential increase in power

efficiency with increased surface area of turbine makes it suitable for remote application with
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high wind availability. Offshore room heating application presents a practical environment with

high wind availability.
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